
  CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION 

 

The Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) has 

been established for 49 years. From year to year the 

Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) always proceeds to 

be better in pursuing the goals in strengthening the solidarity 

among Moslems and preserve the peace. Thus, emphasize that 

the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) committed to 

actualize the peace world moreover in Islamic Commuity. 

The effort of Organization of Islamic Cooperation 

(OIC) in actualizing the goals can be seen by the track record. 

The Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) has significant 

role in mediation and resolving the conflict, particularly in 

taking action within the member’s issues or other issue which 

involved the security of Muslim community.  There are two 

factors of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation’s 

involvement in resolving conflict; through direct and indirect 

way of mediations. The direct way is take a prominent role as 

the mediator and the indirect way in resolving issue, by 

cooperating with partnership or other parties is necessary. 

The example of direct intervention of the Organization 

of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) is in Philippines issue. The issue 

began when the Philippines gained independence in 1964 and 

throughout the years the Muslim community who lived in the 

south of Philippines was demand the self-determination to the 

government. Unfortunately that’s ended up with violent. 

Afterwards, the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) 

intervene the issue as the mediator. The Organization of 

Islamic Cooperation (OIC) was insisting both parties to hold 

the proper peace – negotiation.   

The indirect mediation process can be reflected on 

Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) actions in the 

Darfur conflict. Darfur is part of Republic of Sudan which also 

the member of Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) 

since 1969. At first, Darfur conflict began with fight over the 



 

natural resources between the farmer and the nomadic. Along 

with that, there are rebels groups which take advantage from 

that situation to defeat the government of Sudan. Eventually, 

the conflict increase and led to bigger conflict moreover in 

2003.   

According to the theoretical framework, quoted from 

United Nations “whereby a third party assists two or more 

parties, with their consent, to prevent, manage or resolve a 

conflict by helping them to develop mutually acceptable 

agreements" (United Nations, 2012). In the process of conflict 

resolution, mediation is the option to resolve the conflict by 

the help of a neutral agent as the mediator. Mediation aims to 

discover the reasonable and realistic solutions for both sides 

within the conflict, in accordance with the law. The concept of 

mediation was explored in the 1970s in the United States. In 

the United States, mediation is perceived to be a useful 

alternative to litigation and is considered to be a model to 

relieve the workload of the courts.  

Along with the theoretical framework and the record 

of Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) in handling the 

conflict, mediation process is necessary to be implemented in 

resolving the Darfur conflict so do the involvement of 

Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC). Moreover, the 

status quo right now shown that the Republic of Sudan is the 

part of Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) member 

states and the fact of the numorous of Moslem community 

which become the victim of the conflict. 

The mediation process of Darfur conflict, the 

Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) relies on the 

partnership relations between African Union (AU) and United 

Nations (UN); UNAMID. The role of Organization of Islamic 

Cooperation’s here as the supporting actor, not as the leader of 

mediation.  The peace mission’s in Darfur merely led by 

African Union (AU) and United Nations (UN) through African 

Union - United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur 

(UNAMID).  



 

Since 2005, the Organization of Islamic Cooperation 

(OIC) hand in hand with African Union - United Nations 

Hybrid Operation in Darfur (UNAMID) makes progress by 

executed the pre – mediation. The pre – mediation process 

included developing the issues and analyzes the parties 

involved; the rebels group, the government and other elements 

such as the local non – governmental organization (NGO).   

 As the continuity of that, in March 2010 the 

Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) and African Union 

- United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur (UNAMID) 

succeeded to invite both parties, Liberation Justice Movement 

(LJM) and the Government of Sudan (GoS) and was starting 

to compile the peace agreement. Through the long process of 

mediation process of reaching agreement and make 

conclusions, a year after in 14
th

 July 2011 the peace agreement 

signed by both parties, the Liberation Justice Movement as the 

rebels group and the Government of Sudan. All the demand 

from both parties in actualizing the peace in Darfur wrapped 

on Doha Document for Peace Darfur (DDPD).  

The post – mediation process highlighted the 

realization of each point within the Doha Document for Peace 

Darfur (DDPD), specifically the involvement of Organization 

of Islamic Cooperation (OIC). As referred to the mediation 

process, the Organization of Islamic Cooperation had been 

pointed to be the member of The Implementation Follow – up 

Commission (IFC) and also the supervisor of Darfur 

Development Bank.  

The result above showed a high – level of persistence 

of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) in realizing 

the goals. Unlike intervention by other international 

organization, the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) 

mediation process is not used neither the legal consequences 

nor the forceful resolutions. While other organizations merely 

strict and force the mediated parties, the Organization of 

Islamic Cooperation (OIC) replace it to moral power approach. 

Moral power approach means implementing the moral power 

mediation which can employ moral pressuring tactics moral 



 

pressuring like the negatives behavior and honoring to 

encourage good attitudes or actions in constructing the 

resolution. Sometimes the Organizations of Islamic 

Cooperation find difficulties to involve within the state 

conflict but the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) 

can maximize the partnership cooperation which has more 

significant role to hand in hand resolve the conflict.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


